Absorption and Raman study for POSS-oligophenylene nanohybrid molecules.
Photoluminescence excitation and Raman measurements have been conducted for hybrid materials in which the oligophenylene derivatives are attached to the corners of a cubic inorganic cage of Polyhedral Oligosilsesquioxane (POSS). The theoretical study for energy levels and probable transitions between occupied orbital to un-occupied orbital and corresponding intensity for the hybrid molecule has been performed using density functional theory electronic structure program-DMol. The comparison between the theoretical and experimental results leads to a possible assignment for the excitation peaks in the PLE spectra. Moreover, the Raman bands of the conjugated chains in these materials are red-shifted and broadened with respect to their bulk counterparts. This systematic peak shift and broadening of the Raman bands provided additional confirmation that the conjugated chains in hybrid materials of bulk state are isolated without obvious pi-pi stacking and therefore the excitons in the organic arms are confined in the system.